
IMPORTANT NOTICES FOR PURCHASERS

Due to opening of case backs or possible deterioration of seals, 
we recommend that watches are re-sealed by an authorised technician to 
ensure any stated water resistance is retained.

Whilst Fellows makes every attempt to identify and disclose any custom 
attributes where possible, the absence of any disclosure is not a guarantee 
of authenticity, Fellows accepts no liability if an item is later found to be with 
non-brand alterations. Neither is it always possible to authenticate every 
component, this includes individual external and movement parts, watch 
glasses, hands, straps and buckles, this is often due to items having been 
previously maintained outside of authorised workshops, Fellows are therefore 
unable to accept any liability if any component or part is later found to be with 
issue – this includes compatible yet non-original brand parts and/or numbering 
that may limit maintenance options through workshops in the future. 

Item may have export restrictions for
customers outside of the EU.

Importation of Watches into the US 

Bidders should be aware that the import of Rolex watches to the US is restricted. 
Watches (not limited to Rolex) may not be shipped to the USA and import 
must be undertaken personally. Generally only one watch may be imported in 
this manner at any one time. It is the responsibility of the prospective buyer to 
identify and comply with any restrictions. 

Please contact our department specialist for further information.

Export of Watches, Accessories and Parts containing materials from 
Endangered Species: 

Many of the articles offered in this sale have components, or are parts which 
may contain material(s) derived from endangered or protected animal 
materials e.g. alligator, crocodile skin and as such are prohibited by law to 
be exported by Fellows without a CITES permit. Fellows are therefore required 
to remove any restricted strap prior to delivery of the watch and buckle/
clasp, and are unable to ship from their offices any other restricted part. It is 
the responsibility of the prospective buyer to understand and comply with any 
restrictions.

Please contact our department specialist for further information.

Fellows routinely provide a number of viewing days to enable any prospective 
bidder, the opportunity to view and inspect any item prior to sale. It is assumed 
that any buyer who has viewed an item is able to make an informed decision 
and was sufficiently satisfied to bid. Neither Fellows nor its employees, agents 
or Vendors may accept liability for the correctness of such opinions, and all 
conditions and warranties, express, implied or statutory are hereby excluded.


